We characterize the stability of discrete-time Lyapunov equations with periodic coefficients. The characterization can be seen as the analog of the classical stability theorem of Lyapunov equations with constant coefficients. It involves quantities readily computable with good accuracy. © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. A discrete-time periodic Lyapunov equation is a system of equations of the form
System (1) can be seen as a generalization of the so-called discrete-time Lyapunov equation
where A ∈ C n×n and C ∈ C n×n , which also arises in control theory (see the recent book [1] ). It is well-known that (2) has a unique solution X if and only if A has no eigenvalues and such that = 1. In particular, it has a unique solution if A is discretely stable, i.e., its spectrum lies in the open unit disk. The following classical theorem characterizes the solution of (2) under this latter condition. Also, the theorem allows us to conclude that A is discretely stable provided that Eq. (2) is fulfilled with two Hermitian positive definite matrices X and C. In such a case, the theorem gives a bound for the power decay of A in terms of min (C), X and X −1 . These quantities are readily computable with high precision. The proof and motivations of Theorem 1 can be found in [2, Sections 9.3, 14.1]. Algorithmic aspects of the converse part of Theorem 1 in the case when A is of a large size are treated in [4] .
Theorem 1. 1. If the matrix A is discretely stable, then the solution of (2) exists for any matrix C and is given by
From (3), we see that if
is satisfied by some matrices C = C * > 0 and X = X * > 0, then A is discretely stable and we have
Let the sequence of matrices Y p , p = 0, 1, . . . be defined by
where Y 0 = I is the identity matrix. 
From (6) we see that if for all p, C p = C * p > 0, then for all p, X p = X * p > 0. 2. Conversely, if system (1) is satisfied by some P-periodic matrices C p = C * p > 0 and X p = X * p > 0, then Y P is discretely stable and we have
Proof. 1. Let p > 0 and multiply (1) on the left by Y * p−1 and on the right by Y p−1 . We obtain
and therefore
If (X p ) is a P -periodic solution for (1), then from (9) we have
which is a discrete time Lyapunov equation of type (2) . Since Y P is discretely stable, Theorem 1 yields the unique expression for X 0 :
The P -periodicity of C l and the properties of Y l give
which is formula (6) with p = 0. Using Eq. (1), we obtain X P −1 from X 0 , then we obtain X P −2 from X P −1 and so on. It is clear that all matrices X p are P -periodic and satisfy formula (6). 2. If system (1) is satisfied by some matrices C p = C * p > 0 and P -periodic matrices X p = X * p > 0, then the converse part of Theorem 1 applied to (10) shows that Y P is discretely stable (irrespective of the periodicity of C p ).
Let x ∈ C n be an arbitrary vector. From (8), we have In particular, since X pP = X 0 , we obtain
which, owing to the P -periodicity of C l and X l , is exactly bound (7).
